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This marks the fourth year that Fulbright & Jaworski 
has commissioned an independent research firm to 
survey senior corporate counsel on their experiences 
and opinions regarding various aspects of litigation 
and related matters. This year’s survey focused on 
respondents from companies based in the United 
States and the United Kingdom. There were 253 U.S. 
corporate counsel and 50 U.K. corporate counsel who 
participated in the survey, a statistically significant 
sample. As in any survey, not all participants answered 
every question.

The survey highlights many areas from the previous 
three surveys while incorporating some new questions 
suggested by participants and past readers. There is a new 
section this year on patents and trademarks and a brief 
miscellaneous section at the end.
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highlights of the Fourth Annual litigation Trends Survey
Among our findings this year are these data points:

D The number of lawsuits filed against companies in the survey appears to be down from last year, 
returning to levels similar to 2005.

D However, suits with $20 million or more at stake are on the rise. All of the smallest and mid-sized 
company respondents reported at least one lawsuit of that magnitude in the past year. Twenty percent 
of the largest companies surveyed had 21-50 lawsuits of that size.

D Almost 40% of the largest companies surveyed spent $5 million or more annually on litigation, 
excluding settlements and awards.

D Companies in the United Kingdom are more likely to spend more money on regulatory matters  
than their American counterparts.

D In the records retention area, 31% of all the companies in the survey now log or retain instant 
messages, and 40% retain voice mail.

D There has been a substantial uptrend in the use of litigation hold policies over the past three years, 
especially in the U.K.

D The majority of respondents expect the use of international arbitration to remain at present levels  
or increase.

D There is substantial confidence in the enforceability of international arbitration awards abroad. 
About three-quarters of respondents say that enforcing awards outside their country is about the  
same as in their home country.

D More than half of all respondents said their companies had at least one class action pending.

D Over the last three years, U.K. companies experienced significant increases in the number of internal 
investigations and external regulatory inquiries/investigations.

D American companies saw declines in both internal investigations and regulatory inquiries/
investigations.

D Thirty-one percent of the largest companies in the survey had received requests from the government 
for waiver of attorney-client privilege in the past 12 months in enforcement actions, and 17% of 
United States companies had agreed to waive the privilege.

D Patent infringement claims are rising. Over the past three years, more than half of the companies 
with $1 billion or more in revenues have had an increase in the number of patent infringement 
claims they have received.

D Aside from the cost of litigation, the most widespread concern about enforcing patents or trademarks 
is the possibility of patent invalidation or loss of trademark registration in court.

D Despite good intentions, 27% of U.S. companies believe that the new federal rules  
on e-discovery have made the problem more difficult.

D Stock option backdating is still a hot issue. Twenty-six percent of U.S. companies considered  
an internal investigation into backdating.

We believe you will find Litigation Trends Survey Findings as informative as our three previous versions. 
As always, we welcome any suggestions that you have for topics or questions to be included  
in future surveys. 
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A searchable PDF of the entire survey is available for your download at  
www.fulbright.com/litigationtrendsdata. The PDF includes tables providing  
the results of 101 data points requested across all four respondent categories:  
country of residence, United States region, annual revenues and primary  
industry. To request additional data or analyses of specific topics, please  
contact Fulbright & Jaworski at litigationtrends@fulbright.com.
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Sample Profile
There were 305 participants, a statistically significant sample—United States: 253, United Kingdom: 50, 
Other: 2 

Survey participant titles: General Counsel, Associate General Counsel, Vice President & General Counsel 
and Deputy General Counsel

Total
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Among the United Kingdom companies, 66% are headquartered in London and 28% in other 
locations within the U.K. 

D The sample shows a contrast here with 42% of the United States sample in the largest category and 
the same percentage of the U.K. sample in the smallest category. 

D The largest corporations, at 39%, represent a smaller portion of total survey participants than they 
did in the 2006 survey (53%) but well above the 2005 survey (29%). 

23%

21%

16%

15%

8%
5%

12%
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TEXAS
SOUTH
EAST COAST/NEW ENGLAND
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Sum of percentages may total greater than 100% due to rounding.
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liTigATiOn OVErViEW
Expectations Versus Recent Experience
Expectations of an increasing number of disputes declined slightly from the 2006 survey. Only about 
one in five respondents in both the United States and the United Kingdom expects more litigation 
matters in the year ahead. Among companies with $1 billion or more in revenues, one-third expected 
more litigation. 

D Overall the number of lawsuits filed against companies in the survey appears to be down from last 
year, returning to levels similar to 2005. 
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Matters of $�0 Million or More
Despite some decrease in the total number of lawsuits, those involving $20 million or more at issue 
remained at the same levels as last year. About one in three of the mid-sized companies had at least 
one matter of that magnitude while more than six in 10 of the largest companies in the survey had  
at least one $20 million matter commenced against them. 

No one reported more than 50 lawsuits of this magnitude. However, analyzing responses by company 
revenues, it is obvious that even small companies are subject to lawsuits of this size.

D Of the smallest companies in the survey, 17% had at least one lawsuit of $20 million or more.

D Among mid-sized companies, 98% had from one to 20 $20 million lawsuits, with the other  
2% having between 21 and 50.

D For the largest companies, 80% had up to 20 lawsuits in the $20 million-or-more range; the rest 
reported between 21 and 50. 
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No one reported more than 50 arbitrations or regulatory matters of this magnitude. By company size:

D For small and mid-sized companies, the number of $20 million arbitrations and regulatory 
proceedings were 20 or fewer. 

D Five percent of the largest companies had 21-50 arbitrations of $20 million or more,  
and 2% had regulatory proceedings of this size.

Greatest Concerns
The types of litigation that most concern corporate counsel across the entire survey sample once again 
are labor/employment followed by contracts, the same top two concerns for the past three years. 
Regulatory is third. However, the results diverge slightly by country. 

D In the United States, personal injury was ranked third. In the United Kingdom, regulatory matters 
led the list (53% of the sample), which elevated it into third place across the entire survey. 

D Securities litigation was the second greatest concern to U.K. respondents (47%) followed  
by labor/employment. 

Most Numerous Types of Matters
When asked for the three most numerous types of litigation matters pending against their companies 
in the past year, the respondents’ answers generally coincided with their concerns about the future.  
In the U.S., it was labor/employment, contracts and personal injury. In the U.K., it was regulatory 
followed closely by securities litigation and contracts third, just ahead of labor/employment. 

Settlements Prior to Trial or Arbitration Hearings
About 70% of the total survey sample said that about half or more of the matters that their 
companies initiated last year ended in settlements before trial or arbitration hearings began.  
Generally that percentage, with small variations, held up across the statistical categories of  
home-office country and size of company by revenues. 

Pre-Trial or Arbitration Hearing Settlements Through Mediation
Half of the U.S. respondents said they settled half or more of the matters they initiated in advance  
of trial or arbitration hearings through mediation; 51% of the U.K. respondents answered similarly. 
By company size, the smaller companies were more likely to settle half or more of all the matters they 
initiated before trial or arbitration hearings.
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49%
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Most Active United States Jurisdictions
When asked to name the three regions in the U.S. where their companies have the most significant 
cases pending in terms of risk, the survey sample, as a whole, named the three usual suspects: Texas, 
California and the East Coast/New England. 

D Companies of $1 billion or more in revenues were also more heavily concentrated in the same  
three regions: California (47%), Texas (44%) and East Coast/New England (37%).

D United Kingdom Survey Participants: East Coast/New England (67%), Midwest (67%)  
and Texas (33%).
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Most Active Jurisdictions Outside the United States
Naturally, for United States companies the home jurisdiction is on more than 90% of the lists with 
the United Kingdom and Europe each mentioned 10% of the time. For companies in the U.K., as 
would be expected, the rankings are largely reversed with more than 90% citing the U.K. followed  
by the U.S. at 20% and Europe third. 

D Among industries, the second and third most active jurisdictions showed the most variation. Once 
again, the energy industry listed South America in second place, as it did in 2006, although it was 
matched by the U.K. this year.

D Engineering/construction firms also listed South America as the second most active venue, unlike  
last year when Europe and the Middle East were equally ranked behind the U.S.

D Manufacturers mentioned Europe and Mexico/Central America ahead of the U.K. Last year,  
Asia was prominent, finishing ahead of Mexico/Central America. 

D Both financial services and insurance respondents placed the U.K. solidly in second place on their 
lists of active jurisdictions. 

United States

92%

10%

10%

5%

3%

5%

1%

12%

United Kingdom

20%

91%

4%

0%

0%
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Total
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11%
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Sum of percentages exceeds 100% because respondents were permitted to name more than one region.
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litigation Costs & billing Trends
Annual Expenditures
When asked about total annual expenditures for all legal work, respondents from the two nations 
surveyed were more closely distributed among the annual spending ranges presented for all legal  
work than they were for litigation spending. In fact, almost the same percentage of respondents in the 
United States and United Kingdom had annual total legal spending of $10 million or more (23% and 
22%, respectively). 

Litigation costs were a different matter. Nearly six in 10 U.K. companies spent less than $500,000  
on litigation, compared with just one-third of the U.S. respondents. U.S. companies were nearly 
twice as likely as their U.K. counterparts to spend $5 million or more on litigation (19% vs. 10%). 

D As might be expected, there were fewer of the smaller and mid-sized companies in the upper ranges  
of expenditures. 

D The largest companies had the highest costs with almost 40% in the $5 million or more range.  
This group was also the largest in raw numbers of the three size categories with the mid-sized  
group a close second.
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D Manufacturing had the highest portion of companies in the $5 million-plus range at (43%) followed 
by insurance (31%), health care (22%) and energy (21%). These are the same industries that were 
among those with the highest average litigation expenditures in the 2006 survey.

D In 2006, insurance was by far the cost leader in mean numbers, tripling the overall survey average. 
Manufacturing and energy were a distant second and third in average litigation costs in 2006. 

25%
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23%

59%
33%
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Sum of percentages may total less than 100% due to rounding.
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Arbitration Costs
United Kingdom companies are more likely to spend more on arbitration than companies in the 
United States; 10% of them report spending $5 million or more, compared with just 2% of the 
American companies surveyed. 

D Even the companies with $1 billion or more in revenues were slightly less likely to spend $5 million 
or more on arbitration (8%). By country of residence and company size, the highest portions  
of respondents reported spending less than $1 million on arbitrations.

D Predictably, financial services and insurance were the two industry sectors most likely to spend  
$5 million or more for arbitrations (8% each). 

Regulatory Matter Costs
Companies in the U.K. were also the most likely to spend more on regulatory matters with  
11% reporting annual expenditures of $5 million and up, followed by the largest companies surveyed 
(10%). Just 5% of American companies were in this upper range of regulatory costs. Financial 
services was the one industry most likely to spend this much on regulatory matters (11%) followed  
by insurance (8%).

Outside Counsel Costs
Costs and expenses for outside litigation counsel range from $10 million, up from 27% of the largest 
companies surveyed ($1 billion or more in annual revenues). 

D Among U.S. companies, 15% spent $10 million or more. 

D There were no companies in the U.K. reporting that much spending on outside counsel. 

D The manufacturing industry was the highest in outside counsel spending with 35% spending  
$10 million or more. 

D Just 2% of the financial services sector spent $10 million or more on outside counsel.
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The use of Outside Counsel for litigation
American companies continue to use outside litigation counsel far more than those in the United 
Kingdom, and the divergence between the two countries has widened since we asked that question  
in the 2005 survey.

Examining those respondents that use outside litigation counsel more than half the time—including 
those that go outside for all litigation matters—it appears that U.K. companies are more frequently 
turning to in-house capabilities to manage disputes.

It also appears that companies in all three size categories are relying somewhat less on outside 
litigation counsel than they did two years ago.
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Preferred Alternative Fee/Billing Arrangement
Fixed fees continue to be the preferred alternative to standard hourly fees. Across this year’s entire 
survey sample, 42% listed fixed fees followed by volume discounts (26%) as the second most popular 
alternative. These figures are in line with the 2006 sample, which also listed fixed fees first (48%) 
followed more closely by volume discounts (42%). 

D Contingency fees were favored twice as much by United States respondents (12%) as those in the 
United Kingdom (6%). Although contingency fees are not permitted in the U.K., they may be used 
occasionally by U.K. companies in matters in the United States or elsewhere. 

D Half of all respondents in the survey have used fixed fees, but of those, most use them rarely.  
They are used most often in contracts and labor/employment cases. Companies in the U.K. use  
them most often for securities litigation. 

D When asked whether they believe they paid more or less with fixed fees than they would have with 
an hourly fee arrangement, 42% of all respondents felt they had paid the same. Half of those in the 
U.K. believed they had actually paid more with the fixed fees. 

D The majority of survey respondents (59%) said they had never paid a premium fee. The practice  
is used much more often in the U.K., where more than a quarter said they frequently use a premium 
fee arrangement. 
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E-Discovery/Document Production
Issues related to e-discovery as the subjects of motions, hearings or rulings in the past year remain  
a rare or nonexistent event for 70% or more of the survey sample, virtually the same results as those 
in the 2006 survey when the question was first asked. 

D There was virtually no change from year to year in the percentage of the largest companies responding 
“sometimes” or “frequently” (40%). 

D However, there were increases in those answering “sometimes” or “frequently” in the smaller and 
mid-sized company categories, indicating that e-discovery as a contentious issue is spreading to 
organizations of all sizes. 

Use of Outside Sources
There was a large jump from a year ago in the use of e-discovery vendors in the Untied States and  
a modest increase in the use of outside law firms with special technical expertise in e-discovery issues. 
In the United Kingdom, there were even larger increases in the use of both types of outside resources 
from year to year. There were also substantial increases across all company size categories.

Retaining National or Regional E-Discovery Counsel
There were also major increases in companies that have retained or considered retaining national  
or regional counsel specifically for e-discovery issues that arise in matters. Taking the survey sample  
as a whole, those answering in the affirmative jumped from 17% in 2006 to 42% in 2007.

It appears companies in the U.K., in particular, are embracing the concept. There were also equally 
significant increases across the three company size categories.
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Corporate Communications Policies
In questions asked for the first time this year about policies governing various forms of employee 
communications, we see the following results across the survey sample, as a whole: 

The backup retention period varies significantly, but the median for all companies in the survey  
is approximately 60 days. The industries most likely to retain communications for a year or more  
are real estate, technology/communications and energy. 
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Effects of E-Discovery Rule Changes 
The new federal rules pertaining to e-discovery implemented in December 2006 have made the 
handling of these issues in federal litigation more difficult, according to 27% of the United States 
companies surveyed, although 18% believed they have made the process at least somewhat easier. 
More than 60% of both groups reported little change.

D Companies in the United Kingdom were more positive on the federal rules changes with one-third 
believing they had made managing e-discovery issues during litigation at least somewhat easier. 

D U.K. companies were also more positive about the Civil Procedures rule changes in the U.K. with  
a third believing they had made the e-discovery process at least somewhat easier; American companies 
were just half as generous in their views of the U.K. Civil Procedure rule changes. 

D American companies were twice as likely as those in the U.K. to think their respective rules changes 
had made e-discovery more difficult. 

The Cost of Privilege Review
More than half of the respondents answering a question about privilege review costs said that more 
than 5% of their litigation spending the past 12 months had gone to preproduction privilege review. 
Only U.S. respondents answered this question and of those, 30% estimated that privilege reviews 
comprised 6% to 10% of their litigation costs, while 16% estimated the figure as high as 30% to 
50%. Most of the latter figure consisted of the mid-sized and the largest companies participating. 

One-third of the technology/communications respondents were in the 30% to 50% range, followed 
by energy (21%), health care (19%) and financial services (18%). 

When asked for the largest amount spent on preproduction privilege review in a single matter  
or collection of related matters, 31% of respondents estimated it was below $100,000; 19%  
of all respondents and half of the largest company respondents put the figure over $100,000  
but below $1 million. 

Two percent of all the respondents spent between $1 million and $2 million, and 2% were in the  
$3 million to $5 million range. Five percent of the largest companies spent $3 million to $5 million 
for privilege review on a single matter or group of related matters. Financial services and insurance 
were the only industries reporting more than $1 million spent on an isolated matter or group of 
matters, and one insurance respondent had an expenditure of $3 million to $5 million.

The upward trend in the use of litigation hold policies by companies in the U.K. continues  
for the third year in a row. A similar but more moderate climb is also evident among U.S.  
survey participants.
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Almost all of the companies of $1 billion or more in revenues have litigation hold policies in place 
(98%). These policies also continue to be works in progress with 81% of United States companies 
and 90% of the United Kingdom companies having reviewed or revised their policies in the past  
12 months.
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international litigation and Arbitration
Litigation
Ninety percent of United States respondents reported at least one litigation matter in their home 
jurisdiction, in contrast to 69% of United Kingdom respondents reporting at least one litigation 
matter in the U.K. For U.K. companies, the U.S. was the next most active jurisdiction (27% with  
at least one litigation matter there) followed by Canada (14% with at least one matter there). Perhaps 
unsurprisingly for U.S. companies, one of the U.S.’s nearest neighbors, Canada, was the next most 
active jurisdiction (23% with at least one litigation matter there) followed by the U.K. (15% with at 
least one matter there). United Kingdom companies are as likely to have at least one litigation matter 
in Eastern Europe as in Western Europe, perhaps a reflection on the expansion of the European 
Union eastwards. United States companies, by contrast, are less likely to have litigation matters  
in Eastern Europe compared to Western Europe.

D As expected, the U.S. was where the largest companies surveyed were most likely to have litigation 
(94%), followed by Canada (48%), the U.K. (38%) and Western Europe (27%). 

D Canada owes its high rating in litigation activity largely to the energy and manufacturing sectors; 
industries most likely to be involved in litigation in the U.K. are financial services, insurance, 
manufacturing and technology/communications.

D In Western Europe, it is technology/communications, manufacturing and health care. 
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Three-year Expectations for International Litigation
When asked in which country or region they are expecting the largest increase in the number of 
international litigation matters over the next three years, the United States and United Kingdom 
respondents cited one another’s country as the second fastest growing jurisdiction for litigation  
after their home countries.

D Interestingly, the smaller companies in the survey (less than $100 million in revenues) 
overwhelmingly expect their largest increase in litigation to occur in the U.K. (64%).  
Just half of that percentage listed the U.S. among the top three countries in which they  
expect their largest increase in litigation to occur. 

D The largest companies surveyed ($1 billion or more in revenues) listed the U.K. and  
the U.S. with equal frequency (26% each), followed by Europe (17%).
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International Arbitration
Many more United Kingdom respondents reported at least one arbitration matter in their home 
jurisdiction than did United States respondents (73%, compared to 42%). The U.S. was the second 
most frequent site in which U.K. companies have at least one arbitration, followed by Canada  
and Western Europe. The U.S. respondents reported the U.K. as the second most frequent site  
in which they have at least one arbitration, followed by Canada and Western Europe. United States 
respondents reported many more domestic U.S. arbitrations than international arbitrators.

D After Canada and Western Europe, no other regions of the world represented a significant portion  
of American companies’ arbitrations. As for the largest companies in the survey, 55% had at least  
one arbitration in the U.S. compared with 25% with at least one in the U.K. Canada, Mexico  
and Western Europe were the regions next most likely to be the site of an arbitration for the 
companies with $1 billion or more in revenues.

D Arbitrations in the U.S. were most prevalent for the retail/wholesale, manufacturing and energy 
industries; those most likely to have arbitrations in the U.K. were financial services, insurance and 
retail/wholesale. 

Expectations for Number of Arbitrations
While the survey sample, taken as a whole, expects the number of arbitrations to remain at current 
levels (81%), there are 16% that expect an increase in arbitrations. The industry sectors with the 
greatest expectations of increases are energy (27%), manufacturing (26%) and insurance (23%). 
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Costs of International Arbitration vs. Litigation 
Since 2006, the number of respondents who see little difference between international arbitration and 
litigation in terms of costs has risen significantly, with 75% of respondents saying the two cost about 
the same (up from 53% in 2006).

The number of respondents who believe that international arbitration costs less than litigation shrank 
to 9% (down from 26% in 2006 and 32% in 2005). While fewer respondents in 2007 believe that 
international arbitration costs more than litigation (16% in 2007, down from 21% in 2006), the 
overall trend among the survey respondents seems to be that international arbitration is not seen  
as offering significant cost benefits over litigation.

Time-to-Resolution, International Arbitrations vs. Litigation
The proportion of respondents who believe that it takes the same time to resolve international 
arbitration matters as it does to resolve litigation matters has shot up from 43% in 2006 (the first 
time the survey asked this question) to 78% in 2007. Those believing international arbitration 
is quicker than litigation fell from 43% in 2006 to 11% in 2007. Respondents from the largest 
companies surveyed were slightly more likely to see both cost and time advantages for arbitration. 
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Ease of Enforcement of International Arbitration Awards and Foreign Court Judgments
Respondents in the United States appeared to have more confidence in foreign jurisdictions than 
respondents in the United Kingdom when it comes to whether arbitration awards and foreign  
courts judgments are more or less easily enforceable abroad as at home. Still, more than half of  
the U.K. sample does not view geography as an issue for enforceability.

D Respondents from the largest companies surveyed were much more likely to believe that enforcing 
awards and judgments at home is easier (27% compared with 13% for the smaller companies  
and 20% of the mid-sized companies). 

D The industry sector most convinced of the advantage of domestic enforceability was energy with  
41% saying it is easier at home. Technology/communications was next with 26%. 
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Preferred Arbitral Institutions/Rules
There were no significant changes from the 2006 survey in preferred arbitral institutions or 
arbitration rules most frequently designated in contracts, as a whole. However, there were some 
fluctuations in preferences when looking at the country of residence for the companies in the survey.

D United Kingdom respondents this year, for example, seemed to distribute their allegiances more 
broadly away from the heavy concentration on the LCIA in 2006. Those institutions/rules that 
gained significant ground among U.K. respondents were the ICC, CPR and AAA/ICDR. 

D The United States respondents continued to favor even more strongly the AAA/ICDR this year than  
in 2006; CPR appeared to lose the most ground this year with the United States survey sample. 
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Class Actions
The class action net seems to be growing broader as more companies are likely to have at least one 
class action pending. The question in 2005 to respondents was how many class actions had been  
filed against their companies in the past year. (In 2006 and 2007, the question was simply how many 
were currently pending against their companies.) In all three years, various ranges of numbers of class 
actions beginning with “none” were provided.

D The 2007 survey shows more than half of all respondents said their companies had at least one  
class action pending, which may also be a reflection of the significant portion of companies with  
$1 billion or more in revenues in this year’s survey sample.

Among American companies only, the figure was 60%, but just 5% of United Kingdom companies 
had class actions pending in the United States. Among companies with $1 billion or more in 
revenues, 69% faced at least one class action; 19% had 20 or more class actions pending. 

Securities Class Actions
Generally, securities-related lawsuits were one category of class actions that were down in  
the U.S. at the time of the survey. Changing market conditions and related events can quickly  
change that situation. The chart below shows the results for all respondents when asked to  
choose the primary reasons for the recent decline in securities class actions.
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Compliance and regulatory Matters
The trends for the number of companies involved in either internal investigations requiring outside 
counsel or external regulatory inquiries or investigations showed a divergence between companies 
in the United States and the United Kingdom. The U.K. companies have experienced significant 
increases in both categories, while the American companies saw declines. 

This was especially evident in the second question, which asked if they had seen an increase, decrease 
or no change in the number of regulatory actions over the last three years. 

The figures for the largest companies surveyed remained almost static at 73% in 2006 and 74%  
in 2007.

D There was a slight decline in the percentage of the largest companies surveyed experiencing an 
increase in regulatory inquiries or investigations, dropping from 57% in 2006 to 52% in 2007.

D Health care was again the industry most likely to report an increase in regulatory inquiries  
or investigations, although the portion of health care respondents citing increases dropped from  
three-quarters in 2006 to just over half in 2007. 

D Close behind this year were insurance, engineering/construction, technology/communications  
and financial services—all with approximately half of the respondents reporting increases. 
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Time Spent on Compliance and Regulatory Matters
Smaller percentages of respondents this year were saying that they are spending less time on 
compliance and regulatory matters than in the past. 

D In 2006, 10% of the United States respondents and 17% of the United Kingdom respondents said 
that over the past three years, they had spent less time on these matters than previously. In the 2007 
survey, just 3% of the U.S. sample and none of the U.K. respondents claimed to spend less time on 
compliance and regulatory matters.

D Percentages of those spending more time also fell, however, from almost half of the U.S. sample in 
2006 to a little more than one-third in 2007, while the U.K. sample dropped from 30% to 22% 
year to year. 

D Clearly the gain was in those saying they now spend about the same amount of time as previously  
on these matters. 

Most Active Regulatory Bodies
Over the past three years, the SEC was the regulatory body that addressed inquiries to the greatest 
number of companies in the survey. 

D U.K. companies involved in regulatory matters experienced a substantial increase in SEC inquiries 
from the 2006 survey, which showed 23% of the respondents had received inquiries; in 2007, 81% 
of the U.K. respondents had received SEC inquiries. 

D However, U.K. companies had a significant decline in FTC inquiries, dropping from 38% of 
respondents in 2006 to 24% in 2007.

D There also appeared to be an increase in the number of smaller and mid-sized companies targeted  
by the SEC, while the figure for the largest companies remained relatively stable.
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Stock Options Backdating
When asked if they had considered an internal investigation into stock options backdating,  
26% of the United States sample and 29% of the United Kingdom’s sample answered “yes.”  
The largest companies were most likely to have considered such an investigation (37%) followed  
by smaller companies (24%) and mid-sized companies (20%). 

Waiver of Attorney-Client Privilege
Survey participants were asked if their company had waived attorney-client privilege in the  
past 12 months in order to avoid more severe action by enforcement authorities.
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Patents and Trademarks
Patent infringement claims and litigation appear to be on the rise. More than a third of United States 
respondents believe patent infringement claims have increased over the last three years, and  
two-thirds of the respondents from the United Kingdom agree. More than half of the respondents 
from the largest companies in the survey also see an increase.

D Companies of under $100 million in revenues were unlikely to have received patent infringement 
claims (just 6%); however, 29% of those with $100 million - $999 million in revenues had received 
at least one claim. Approximately one-half of the companies with $1 billion or more  
in revenues had received one or more, and 14% had received more than 10 claims.
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D Three industries were the ones most likely to have received patent claims in the past three years: 
manufacturing, retail/wholesale and technology/communications. About 60% or more of respondents 
in those industries reported patent claims. 

Technology/communications was the industry most convinced of an increase in patent claims over 
the last three years (65%), followed by financial services (44%), manufacturing (35%) and retail/
wholesale (33%). 
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D Manufacturing was the industry most prone to defending patent infringement cases in court;  
75% of that industry’s respondents said their companies had defended one or more cases, and  
40% had defended 10 or more. 

D Retail/wholesale, financial services and technology/communications were the next most  
frequent defendants. 

D A third of the financial services industry had defended 10 or more such cases, and 22% had  
more than 50 cases over the last three years. 
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Most Common Approaches in Defending Patent Infringement Cases
On the whole, companies seem more prone to litigate to final judgment as part of their  
licensing strategy than to negotiate licensing arrangements as a means of avoiding litigation.

D Two-thirds of the United Kingdom respondents said their companies were willing to litigate to final 
judgment as part of their licensing strategy, compared with 40% of American respondents. 

D One-third of the U.K. companies obtained written opinions from outside counsel, compared with 
just 17% of the American companies. 

D The industries most likely to litigate to final judgment were financial services (88%), retail/wholesale 
(59%), health care (38%), technology/communications (33%) and manufacturing (29%). 
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Top Concerns in Defending Patent Infringement Claims
The cost of litigation is the number one concern across all categories, including even the largest 
companies in the survey. Mid-sized and large companies are also more concerned with the time  
it takes to resolve patent infringement suits than they are with the threat of an injunction.

D The most cost-sensitive industries among the respondents to this question are retail/wholesale 
(100%), technology/communications (95%), financial services (89%), manufacturing (80%)  
and energy (63%).

D Energy (63%), health care (50%) and manufacturing (40%) were the most concerned with possible 
injunctions against the company.

Impact of Recent Developments in Patent Law
Two-thirds of all the respondents felt that recent developments in patent law had made no impact  
on infringement claims. In virtually all categories of respondents, approximately 60% to 70% agreed.

D United States respondents were more likely to believe the developments have increased the likelihood 
of defending claims through litigation (20%) than to believe they had decreased the chance  
of litigation (12%).

D United Kingdom respondents were of the opposite opinion, with nearly one-fourth believing the  
chances of litigation in response to infringement claims have been lessened while just 8% believe  
they have increased. 

Patent Infringement Claims by Companies
The companies in the survey were much less likely to have been the plaintiffs in patent infringement 
cases than defendants. Over the past three years, just 27% of the U.S. respondents and 19% of U.K. 
respondents said their companies had filed patent infringement claims against others.

D The same was true for more than 80% of the small and mid-sized companies surveyed.

D Companies with $1 billion or more in revenues were much more likely to have brought infringement 
suits (44%). 
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Increase or Decrease in Claims Made
D One half or more of all respondents said the number of infringement claims their companies have 

made over the last three years has remained the same. 

D United Kingdom companies and companies with $1 billion or more in revenues were the categories 
most likely to have seen an increase in the number of claims that they made (44% and  
38%, respectively). 

Litigation of Claims Made
D Of those that have made infringement claims over the last three years, 63% of United States 

companies and 78% of the U.K. companies have litigated those claims. 

D Ten percent of the U.S. companies and 33% of the U.K. companies litigated more than 10 claims 
over the past three years. 

D Two-thirds of the largest companies in the survey had litigated their claims, and 14% litigated more 
than 10 claims. 

Approach to Enforcing Patents
Generally, the larger the company, the more likely it is to enforce its patent claims through litigation, 
even though it may make attempts first to reach a licensing agreement with the other party before 
filing suit.

Industries most likely to litigate their claims as part of their licensing strategy were financial services 
(75%), retail/wholesale (40%), technology/communications and health care (each 20%).
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Concerns About Enforcing Patents
Aside from the cost of litigation, which again ranks as the most prevalent concern in all respondent 
categories, the greatest concern about enforcing patents was the possibility of a court  
invalidating them.

D The mid-sized and the largest companies were most concerned about having their patents 
invalidated by a court (26% and 34%, respectively). 

D Counterclaims were the next biggest concern of the mid-sized and largest companies (23%  
and 28%, respectively). 

D The industries most concerned about their patents being invalidated were energy (50%), 
manufacturing (38%), health care (36%) and technology/communications (22%). 

Defending Against Trademark Infringement Claims
Approximately two-thirds of the respondents across most categories said their companies had 
defended against trademark infringement. 

D Of those that have faced trademark infringement claims, relatively few said that they almost always 
litigate the matter. Just 12% of the largest companies surveyed gave that answer. The majority of 
respondents said their companies’ solution is simply to attempt to solve the matter quickly. 

D Manufacturing (14%) and technology/communications (12%) appear to be the industries most 
likely to respond to infringement claims through litigation. 

Top Concerns in Defending Against Trademark Infringement Claims
Cost again tops all other concerns for 80% or more of the various respondent categories. 

D The time it takes to resolve the matter was the next greatest concern for about a quarter of the 
respondents. A possible damage award was ranked third. An injunction that causes the stoppage  
of the production line was fairly low on the scale of worries, although 16% of respondents from  
the largest companies expressed that concern. 

D As expected, manufacturing (28%) was the industry most concerned about possible production  
line stoppages due to an injunction, followed by energy (21%) and health care and insurance  
(14% each). 

D Possible damage awards were most worrisome for insurance (29%), manufacturing (24%) and 
technology/communications (22%).

Usual Approach to Enforcing Trademarks
About a third of all respondents said their companies enforce their trademarks through litigation only 
after attempts to reach a settlement fail. 

D The companies with $1 billion or more in revenues were more likely to answer the question with 
“almost always litigate” (18%). 

D The industries most likely to enforce their trademarks through litigation are retail/wholesale (29%), 
engineering/construction (20%) and technology/communications (18%).
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Three Top Concerns About Enforcing Trademarks
Cost of litigation again was the overwhelming number one concern for 80% or more of the various 
respondent categories. Potential loss of trademark registration was the next biggest concern for  
about a third of most respondent categories. Next came counterclaims by the defendant (17%  
of all respondents), followed by the scope of a possible injunction (13% of all respondents). 

Virtually all industries are concerned about possibly losing trademark registration through 
enforcement. Those expressing the highest level of concern were insurance (67%), followed  
by energy and manufacturing (41% each). 
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Miscellaneous
Liability Insurance Coverage
Respondents were asked what types of insurance they carry as protection against litigation.

D United Kingdom companies were twice as likely as United States companies to be self-insured  
for litigation. 

D Manufacturing companies were the heaviest users of D&O insurance (59%), followed by insurance 
(43%) and then health care, technology/communications and engineering/construction (all 40%).

D Retail/wholesale and insurance (36% each), followed closely by health care (35%) were most likely  
to rely on self insurance for litigation.
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Most Impressive Deed by Outside Counsel
Respondents were asked to choose the single most impressive deed performed on their company’s 
behalf by an outside law firm in the past 12 months. The United Kingdom sample put more 
emphasis on winning a case, settling a case and good service than the United States sample.  
The U.S. respondents spread their compliments more broadly to include a case dismissal,  
a business transaction and good advice.

D The insurance and health care industries were most impressed by case wins (86% and 42%, 
respectively). Health care also highly valued settling cases (25%), as did financial services (25%)  
and energy (24%).

D Dismissals were favored most by technology/communications (18%), manufacturing (15%),  
and insurance and energy (14% each).

D Technology/communications (27%), energy (18%) and manufacturing (15%) all placed a premium 
on good service. 
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For More information
Fulbright & Jaworski conducts on-site seminars and web seminars of our survey findings. If desired, 
we can arrange for C.L.E. credit. If you are interested in having a presentation of the Fourth Annual 
Litigation Trends Survey Findings made to your company, please contact one of the Fulbright & 
Jaworski offices listed below.

If you have suggestions for topics of future surveys or would be interested in participating in a survey, 
please visit us at www.fulbright.com/events or email litigationtrends@fulbright.com. Thank you  
for your interest, and remember, when you want to know the state of litigation and other forms  
of dispute resolution, Think Fulbright.™
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